Dear Families,

Students at (Insert School Name) are invited to participate in “Read and Walk to (insert a destination).” Students are asked to read, read, read and move, move, move at home! As your child reads, please write the titles of the books on the attached paper footprint, and after each hour of activity, please put a checkmark in a circle that is on the same paper footprint. Each hour of activity may be divided into smaller amounts of time that add up to an hour. After five books have been read and three hours of activity have been completed, please return the footprint to your child’s teacher.

The journey will take place from (insert start date) until (insert end date). Therefore, all footprints should be returned by this end date. A school-wide display of our footprints will showcase our journey to (insert destination) and our progress can be tracked at (insert school website address). A token will be given to each student when their class reaches certain mile markers along the journey. Parents are asked to encourage independent reading each evening along with participation in moving activities and to congratulate your child when the goal is met. This is an optional activity open to all (Name of School) students.

- The Read and Walk Committee